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BRICKHOUSE FARM, SMITHY LANE, HULME WALFIELD, 

SOMERFORD, CW12 2JG 

 
A substantial Grade II Listed detached Georgian country house set at the end of a 

long private driveway with extensive mature grounds with far reaching views 

across the surrounding countryside and the hills beyond.  

• Reception hallway 

• 2 cloakrooms 

• 5 principle reception rooms 

• Martin Moore living dining kitchen 

• Laundry/butler’s pantry 

• Utility/boot room 

• 6 bedrooms 

• 3 dressing rooms 

 

 

 

• 4 bathrooms (2 en-suite) 

• 4 car garaging 

• Extensive mature grounds surround 

the property with sweeping lawns, 

stone flagged patios, long private 

driveway with bridge crossing over the 

large lily pond.  Wonderful 

breathtaking views across the 

surrounding countryside towards Mow 

Cop and The Cloud. 
 

 

Brickhouse Farm is an impressive Grade II Georgian country 

house occupying an elevated location at the end of its long 

private driveway with wonderful uninterrupted views.  The 

Hamlet of Somerford is a rural location with wonderful local 

walks, local public house The Wagon and Houses and is 

within 10-15 minutes’ drive of the centres of Alderley Edge, 

Wilmslow, Knutsford and Congleton.  The villages offer an 

excellent range of shopping including bespoke supermarkets, 

stylish boutiques and fine restaurants.  The area is renowned 

for its excellent schooling and leisure facilities.  The 

motorway network system is within easy access as is 

Manchester International Airport, local and intercity rail links 

to Manchester and London.  



 

 

 

 

A bespoke natural oak staircase leads from the reception 

hallway to the first floor where there are three generous 

bedrooms, the master suite with dressing room and 

impressive en-suite bathroom.  Family bathroom with high 

quality traditional fittings and bespoke tiling.  To the 

second floor there are three further bedrooms, two dressing 

rooms, two bathrooms (1 en-suite).   

 

The house is a state of the art specification with Lutron 

lighting and Cat 5 caballing and a comprehensive oil fired 

central heating system.  

 

 

 

This exquisite country house has been tastefully and 

sympathetically renovated and restored by the current 

owners with great care being taken to retain its original 

charm and appeal.  On the ground floor there are five 

principle reception rooms with generous ceiling heights, 

open period fireplaces and natural stone and polished oak 

flooring.  The side extension provides an impressive 

bespoke Martin Moore living dining kitchen, four oven 

Aga, polished stone flooring and vaulted ceiling with walk 

in butler pantry.  The rear hallway/boot room leads to a 

fully fitted laundry room, utility/flower room and a 

substantial four car garage with room over.  



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

DIRECTIONS – CW12 2JG 

 

From our Alderley Edge office proceed out of the village on the main London Road (A34) 

in a southerly direction.  After approximately 2 miles once reaching the Monks Heath 

traffic lights continue straight across on the A34.   Continue past Capesthorne Hall through 

the village of Marton.  After passing through the village of Marton take the first turning 

right after The Wagon and Houses public house into Smithy Lane.  Continue along Smithy 

Lane and Brickhouse Farm is the first house on the left at the end of its long private tree 

lined driveway.  

 

Externally Brickhouse Farm is approached via wrought 

iron electric gates with a long tree lined gravelled driveway 

with bespoke bridge leading across the large lily pond. 

Front courtyard with side driveway providing parking, 

attached four car garage.  The extensive mature grounds 

surround the property with sweeping lawns, mature trees, 

shrubs enjoying a south facing aspect with breath taking far 

reaching views towards Mow Cop and The Cloud. 

 

The Property is currently being offered with its own formal 

grounds although there is an opportunity also to acquire the 

whole estate with two substantial detached barns with 

grounds of approximately 22 acres.  The principle barn has 

been converted into a separate dwelling with impressive 

living kitchen, principle living room, sitting room, three 

bedroom and two bathrooms.  The second barn has been 

converted to provide a separate annex with additional 

garaging and storage facilities.  There is an opportunity to 

acquire a further 21 acres (approximately 43 acres in total) 

of grounds subject to negotiation.  



 

 

 



 

 

 

N.B. Andrew J. Nowell & Company for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are give notice 
that: 1. The particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intending purchasers or lessees and do not constitute 
nor constitute part of an offer or contract. 2. All descriptions,  dimensions, references to condition or necessary permissions for use 
and occupation and other details are given without responsibility and any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them 
as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of 
them. 3. No person in the employment of Andrew J. Nowell & Company has any authority to make or give any representation or 
warranty whatever in relation to this property. 

8 London Road, Alderley Edge,  
Cheshire, SK9 7JS 
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